WAXIE Small Core Tissue Dispenser & Accessories

Saves time & labor, load two rolls of tissue at the same time in this durable polycarbonate dispenser!

Small Core Tissue Dispenser Item #851312
WAXIE SMALL CORE TISSUE DISPENSERS

- Accommodates two 2-ply rolls of 1,000 or 1,500 sheet tissue
- Complete consumption of first roll, before accessing second roll
- Easy loading and fully enclosed for maximum hygiene
- Continuous paper flow eliminates stub roll waste
- Transparent cover shows roll status at a glance
- Locking hinged cover eliminates pilferage
- Made of tough polycarbonate and ABS construction
- Vandal-proof, break resistant, chemical resistant and flame resistant
- Dimensions: 8.5"Wx5.375"Hx13.375"L
  851312 each

CLEAN & SOFT SMALL CORE 2-ply TISSUE:

1036 Clean & Soft Perforated Small Core 2-ply Tissue
White, 4.0"x4.0", 1,000 sheets/roll
851310 case 36/cs

1524 Clean & Soft Small Core 2-ply Tissue
White, 4.0"x4.0", 1,500 sheets/roll
851311 case 24/cs

Plate Adapter

Item #851316

*Allows small core tissue to be used with Bobrick Dispensers.

Spindle Adapter

Item #851314